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In 1997,the State Administration of Taxation  proposed the establishment of 
“based on tax returns declaration and optimization services, relying on computer 
networks, centralized collection, key inspection” 30 character tax collection and 
management models. In 2004, the State Administration of Taxation re-defined the 
original tax collection model and stressed the “strengthening management” to form a 
new 34 character tax collection and management mode: “based on tax declaration and 
optimization of service, relying on computer networks, centralized collection, key 
inspection, strengthen management”. Therefore, tax inspection was gradually separated 
from tax collection and management, and people came to understand that the work of 
tax audit is no longer supplement of the work of tax collection and management, but 
rather an important means of strengthening tax collection and management. The 
enactment of new tax administration law in 2001 gave all levels of tax inspection 
agency independent law enforcement qualifications; the full implementation of the new 
inspection system has been 10 years. In this 10-odd years, the tax inspection 
department has played a positive role in plugging tax loopholes and ensuring the 
implementation of the new tax system. However, the tax audit system has revealed 
many problems in practice, including deficiencies in system design itself and mismatch 
between objective reality and environmental factors required by the implementation of 
system. Those problems caused unsatisfactory results on tax inspection system, which 
violates the original intention of the system design itself. The full play of tax 
inspection functions needs support from scientific and rational system of tax inspection. 
Therefore, under the pattern of “centralized collection, key inspection” tax inspection 
system, studies on tax inspection system have undoubtedly important theoretical and 
practical significance.  
Under the background of tax collection and management reform, this paper 
studied the development of the tax inspection system since the foundation of PRC from 
an economic perspective, analyzed the current status of the tax inspection system and 
existent problems , Compare and learn from advanced foreign tax audit experience, 
and combine with the result of Hainan Provincial State Tax “Big Audit” System and 
the actual situation of tax administration ,and proposed ideas on below five aspects: 
deepening on the reform of tax collection, speeding up the implementation of tax 
inspection system, establishing a tax inspection information systems, improving 
inspection rules and regulations and strengthening the “two” set of reforms  in hope 
of making some useful exploration of  Chinese current tax system . 
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